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From this members point of view the June 21 funfly
was a great success….with a total profit raised of ----. The crowd was a good size and the visiting
flyer were from all over and with a good amount of
aircraft for the spectators to get up close a
personal…my personal thanks to all who worked and
made the day a great success….
The snack booth work out great and the staff to
service and prepare the food work out like this
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in the booth
cooking sausage and hamburgers
cooking fries
cleaning and cutting fries

So all in all a huge thanks to all those who over
the past year work on the booth to get it ready and
work out so great
I am going to stick in pictures of the fun fly
though out this sock with thanks to ……………..for
wandering the day of the fly in and taking pictures

Here is a shot
of the flight line sometime thought-out the fun fly
day
Having said that …. I will now give out this news

I have heard through the grapevine that we a close
to a deal on the carlsrue field but it will be a
yearly agreement….
The committee is also looking for suggestions on
size of cut field and its shape….I guess to forward
any suggest concerning this matter to the field
committee buy email or letter.
We are going to try cutting an example of a landing
field inside our field and see what flies up the
flag pole…..so give it a try and we will go from
there.
The shape should reduce cutting from 4 acres to only
1 acre……lets be open minded for the next while.

Here is just and
example of the quality of aircraft that showed up at
our fun fly…..
As of July 2 I still have no information on the new
field ..But I do know that the “field finders” are
out there trying to close a deal and figure out when
the conservation authority is going to pull the plug
on the field we are presently flying from???????????
Do not forget the fun fly July 25 ….. And if you
signed up for a job to do ….please come and help out
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